ILEP Language and Culture Course Grant

The ILEP Language and Culture Course Grant offers teachers of languages in New Zealand the opportunity to continue upskilling in the target language they are teaching. Grants of up to $500 per applicant are available to contribute towards further target language and/or culture study in a course identified by the applicant.

**Who can apply**

Applications are welcomed from **NZ registered teachers currently teaching the language of the course being applied for** who

- have been engaged with ILEP curriculum support in the last two years

or

- have completed the TPLT/TPDL programme in the last two years

“Participating in the course has helped to improve my spoken French which is important for my students as I try to speak a lot of French in class. It has also introduced me to people from all walks of life who are learning/refreshing their French for varied reasons and this is interesting to share with my students as they can see that learning is life-long and speaking French can be useful to them as well as enjoyable. By joining the Alliance Française, I have access to more resources that will benefit my own learning and that of my students. I am also able to make links with native speakers who may be able to be a resource person for my students in the future.”

Mary Hart, Tokomairiro High School, Language Course Grant recipient 2017

---

**Application Deadline: 22 June 2018, 5pm**

*For more information, please contact:*

Morgan Patterson, Pathway Manager
09-623 8899 ext 46 366, pathwaymanager@ilep.ac.nz

*To request and submit applications, please contact:*

Danielle Kerchmar, Project Coordinator
09-623 8899 ext 48 773, programmes@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz